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of biofilters at the Flambeau Mine site. So let’s talk
about the potential ramifications for the community.

Besides environmental concerns, one of the most
obvious problems with using a wetland as a septic
tank is long-term maintenance. I have a 500-gallon
septic tank for my house, and it’s a fact of life that
every now and then I have to get it pumped to remove
the sludge. Otherwise the tank would eventually back
up and cause a real mess. Laura and I figured that a

biofilter wouldn’t be any different, especially consid-
ering the fact that the toxic material going into it is
not biodegradable. So we decided to ask the DNR a
few questions about the long-term maintenance plans
for the biofilters at the Flambeau Mine site. Here are
the questions we asked, along with the answers pro-
vided by Larry Lynch (CD 125-68):

Laura: How will the biofilters at the Flambeau Mine
site be maintained in the long run? Will they period-

Figure 125-14. Artist Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, Wisconsin drew it like he saw it. Kennecott renamed Wetland-C at the Flambeau Mine site a
“biofilter” in an effort to hide the fact that the wetland was being used as a giant septic tank for acid mine drainage. An even worse crime, how-
ever, was that the DNR went along with it (2006).
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After receiving your email, I checked with both our
legal staff and our enforcement office to verify my
understanding of how the Department addresses sit-
uations like the one experienced at the Flambeau
Mine site. I also put the information available to us
before the water quality staff to get feedback on their
level of concern.

You are correct that the water quality criteria that

appear in NR 105 are the criteria that apply to Stream-
C. Specifically, the chronic standard for copper in
Stream-C would be on the order of 7 ppb as you indi-
cated. Further, the one time that water quality in Stream-
C was monitored, the results (22 and 30 ppb) exceeded
the standard. [Comment: This is an important conces-
sion by Lynch, because it proves the water in Stream-C
was indeed polluted beyond legal limits.]

Figure 125-16. As my book goes to print in 2006, the Wisconsin DNR has yet to issue any kind of citation to Kennecott for polluting the
groundwater, surface water and soil at the Flambeau Mine site, even though many of the offenses have been quite serious and some have been
ongoing since 1998 (Cartoon by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI, 2006).
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water quality and impacts on aquatic resources, while
perhaps statistically valid, ignores the fact that the
levels of metals observed are extremely low and well
below established criteria for protection of aquatic
resources” (CD 125-50).

Now what did Larry know? He didn’t have the
equipment, the ability or the desire to really get at the
answers. His statement was not based on any hard
facts. It was just his opinion, and over the years I’ve
never seen him do anything except go along with
what the mining company wanted. He never stood up
to them—never—I guess because it was easier for
him to agree with the buzzards than to find out the
truth. That’s my opinion, and I would say it right to
his face and in front of a crowd. I have little respect
for Larry Lynch’s opinion or what he has done in his
capacity as a DNR regulator.

In particular, it made no sense for Larry to say that
the levels of metals in the river were “well below

established criteria for protection of aquatic re-
sources.” You saw Table 125-8, my dear readers. The
DNR hasn’t even established official toxicity criteria
for most of the metals leaching into the river from the
backfilled mine pit.

And then there is the whole issue of aluminum.
Lynch failed to comment on the fact that in June 2000
(the last time aluminum was checked at F-3 and F-4),
the aluminum level at F-4 (160 mcg/l) was about four
times higher than the aluminum level at F-3 (42 mcg/l).
And although the DNR does not list a toxicity standard
for aluminum in NR 105, a 1989 Environmental Pro-
tection Agency document (which was quoted in the
FEIS for the Flambeau Mine) lists an aluminum level
of 87 mcg/l as being toxic to sensitive species of fish
(CD 125-73). That means the aluminum level recorded
at F-4 in June 2000 exceeded the EPA toxicity standard
two-fold! So how does Lynch figure that the levels of
metals observed in the Flambeau River are “well

Figure 125-21. When it comes to monitoring the groundwater and surface water at the Flambeau Mine site for pollution, the Wisconsin DNR
has adopted a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy (Cartoon by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI, 2006).
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Home of the Flambeau Mine” (Figure 126-6). I don’t
know who paid to have them made, but I imagine
Kennecott had something to do with it. At any rate, I
have long felt that the Grant Town Board should do
something about taking those signs down. The mine and
how it was rammed down our throats was a disgrace to
the town and is nothing to brag about. All that the signs
accomplish is to pour salt on the wound and further the
myth that the mine was good for the community.

In fact, I went to a meeting of the Grant Town Board
in January of 2006 to raise a little fuss about the signs.
And while I was at it, I also brought up the fact that
the mine was polluting the water over there. Here is
how the conversation went between Chairman Tom
Riegel, Supervisor Paul Quinnell and myself:

Roscoe: “Who paid for the signs and who put them
up? They’re an insult.”
Riegel: “Who’s insulted?”

Figure 126-5. Don’t let Kennecott’s horse path at the Flambeau Mine site fool you. Even though the Wisconsin DNR has put on its blinders, the
fact of the matter is that the mine pit was backfilled with toxic waste that is now leaking into the Flambeau River. The manicured landscape is no
more than “grass over a grave” (Cartoon by Bill Krupinksi of Jefferson, WI, 2006).
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Murphy, Larry Lynch and Dave Kunelius for yourself in
the news articles I showed you earlier (Figures 125-3
and 125-4). And you also saw the facts and figures that
prove the actual levels of at least four pollutants (man-
ganese, iron, copper and cadmium) in a number of dif-
ferent wells at the mine site have far exceeded what was
predicted by the mining company’s high-tech computer
programs (Table 125-4). In fact, out of the eight differ-
ent parameters for which predictions were made by
Kennecott, every single prediction, with the possible
exception of the one made for aluminum, has been
exceeded in at least some of the monitoring wells. And
for all I know, the aluminum prediction might be off
track as well. The only reason I cannot say for sure is
because, for some unknown reason, Kennecott has not
checked the groundwater for aluminum (or at least
reported any such results to the DNR).

I’m not surprised that Kennecott would lie about the

extent of groundwater
pollution at the mine
site and say the levels
were “right on track”
with predictions. But I
cannot forgive the DNR
for going along with it. I
was especially offended
to find an article on the
DNR’s web page in June
2003 that said the fol-
lowing (CD 125-109):

The first few rounds
of samples collected
during 1999 from
the wells installed
within the backfilled
waste rock indicated
that elevated levels of
sulfate, copper, man-
ganese and iron were
present. These re-
sults were not a
surprise and were
a p p rox i m a t e l y
equal to or slightly
greater than the
concentra t ions
originally predicted
during permitting
and later updated
prior to backfilling.
… Analysis of data
collected during 1999
through 2002 sug-
gests that for two

wells (at one nest) manganese and iron concentrations
may be increasing, but are stable or decreasing else-
where within the pit wells. … The monitoring results
are consistent with the characteristics predicted
during permitting and are not at levels that pose a
threat to water quality in the Flambeau River. [empha-
sis added]

It’s very irresponsible for the DNR to have that kind
of false and misleading information on the internet
for all to see. You’ve seen the real facts and figures
about how the predicted levels of manganese in some
of the wells within the backfilled pit were off by as
much as a factor of 80, copper by a factor of 58, iron
by a factor of 44 and cadmium by a factor of 4. I
would like to ask the DNR, “Which of those numbers
were ‘approximately equal to or slightly greater than’
what was predicted?”

And here’s another angle to consider. Even if Kennecott

Figure 125-22. Kennecott tried to tip the scale in its favor by sampling walleye for heavy metal accumu-
lation at a site more than nine miles downstream from the Flambeau Mine. Still, since 1996 the down-
stream fish have consistently had higher levels of copper and zinc than the upstream fish. Iron levels are
also of concern (Walleye-ometer by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, Wisconsin, 2006).
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